Advice regarding any proposed Amendment Rules to replace those deemed invalid by the
Oregon Supreme Court:
1. There should be no limit on contested case requests that exclude rules used in issuing site
certificates, or amendments to site certificates. For example, Division 21 which defines
what must be included in an application or amendment request should be contestable if
the Oregon Department of Energy determines a site certificate application is complete
which does not document the statements being made by a developer.
2. The public should be provided an opportunity to review and comment on the application
for amendment prior to the development of the Draft Proposed Order. Contrary to the
statements from ODOE, allowing the public to review what is being proposed and
comment prior to issuance of a draft proposed order would likely reduce the need for
some contested cases due to alerting the developers and EFSC of areas of conflict.
Addressing issues early in the process is far less time consuming that dealing with them
through ODOE’s formal processes. I personally have had success in talking through
concerns with developers and identifying solutions without involving ODOE or EFSC,
but that is no longer occurring due to the short timeframes between when the information
is made available through a draft proposed order and the deadline for submitting
comments.
3. ODOE needs to quit trying to implement an interpretation that requires the public to
include all rule references and documents they will use in a contested case request during
the public comments. The statute and rules do not support their interpretation. The rules
relate only to the opportunity to submit additional documents or identify related statutes
for inclusion in the public comments. The comments are intended to identify the issue of
concern in a concise manner with some sort of documentation. A contested case request
must address the issue identified in the public comments, but there is no restriction in
statute or rule which would preclude the identification of additional rules that cover the
identified issue or documents supporting the need to resolve the conflict or supporting the
fact that a conflict exists.
4. The contested case rules should use the Model Rules, unless there is a demonstrated
critical need to add something. The contested case rules should use the same procedure
for a new application as are used foer an amendment to an existing site certificate. No
time is saved by having two different sets of requirements for applications and
amendments, and since the court decision requiring the opportunity to allow contested
case requests, there is no time saving by using different procedures.
5. Hearings referees should come from the Oregon Department of Justice and they should
be the ones making an unbiased decision regarding whether the issues being brought
forward in a contested case request should be heard.
6. not be adjusted through the rule to make it more difficult for the public to have access to
a contested case.
7. The determination regarding whether or not a contested case is allowed should rest with
determining that there is a conflict between the interpretation or application of the rules
as defined by ODOE and EFSC and the interpretation or application of the rules as is
perceived by the public. No decision should be based upon a determination by the
council that they do not agree with the petitioner, or making a determination based upon
the contested case request that the petitioner would loose the contested case.

